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• These notes provide an image of science teaching and learning in the early 
childhood classroom in which teachers and children are engaged in inquiries into 
scientific phenomena—Space and, more specifically, the planets and the solar 
system. 

• These dialogues suggest the potential of 3- to 5-year-old children to engage in 
inquiry skills and creative thinking. 

• Explore basic phenomena that surrounds children’s world around ideas such as 
‘how do we get to the Moon’, ‘Build a rocketship’ and ‘imagine how it would feel 
like to be at Moon’ (elements of STEM learning). 



Outline of this workshop

- Rationale for use of technology

- Theoretical and pedagogical framework

- Integrated curriculum units discussion

- Hands on digital experiences



Research projects  
The science experiences devised for this workshop are a part of the below projects:

1.Pre-school teachers’ use of technology during play-based practices to engage young 
children in learning science – Dr Sarika Kewalramani

2.Initial curriculum plan to engage young children’s science learning: Developing and 
implementing design sheets and application of technology – Professor Kazushige Mizobe, Dr 
Sarika Kewalramani and Masahiro Inai

3. An Ecological Exploration of the Internet of Toys in Early Childhood Everyday Life – Dr 
Lorna Arnott, Dr Ioanna Palaiologou, Dr Colette Gray, Dr Sarika Kewalramani and Dr Maria 
Dardanou 



• Recent Organisation for Economic and Collaboration 
Development (OECD, 2015) research report, highlights how 
children’s higher-order thinking, above and beyond content 
learning, can be fostered by specific technology-supported 
pedagogic models. 

Why use technology in EC Science: Further strengthening the connection between 
early  childhood science education in kindergarten and Foundation years 

• The current Australian Science Curriculum (Foundation year) 
(Department of Education and Training, DET, 2017) points towards 
children to intentionally participate in investigations and build 
children’s independence to observe and share what they discover 
and build children’s ICT capabilities. 

• Research studies provide evidence of opportunities for children to 
engage with otherwise abstract concepts alongside developing 
problem solving and inquiry skills (DeCoito & Richardson, 2017). 



Image: World Economic Forum, New Vision for Education, 2017



How can we integrate technology in early childhood STEM/Science 
experiences? 

• Begin the process of more focused and deeper explorations involving 
children in prediction, planning, collecting, and recording data

• Intentionally plan experiences where children demonstrate their 
understanding of objects and events through digital stories 
(slowmations), images, pictures, augmentative communication and 
coding type activities in addition to simple statements. 

• By ‘sensibly’ integrating technology during play, teachers together with 
children can use internet of toys (IoToys) to create imaginary situations 
whereby the teacher takes a more active role in children’s learning 
(Arnott, 2017; Fleer, 2017). 



Theoretical Framework 
• My research draws upon Koehler and 

Mishra’s (2006) Technological, Pedagogical, 
and Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework 
that can assist researchers to understand the 
complex connection between technology, 
pedagogy, and content for effective teaching 
of science concepts to preschool children.

• TPACK considers integration of technology 
can be useful tools for promoting learning and 
development when used intentionally by 
teachers in teaching and engaging young 
children in the learning of science concepts. 



A technology infused pedagogical framework encompasses these five elements 
recognising teachers’ pedagogical practices and integration of technology underpinning 
the TPACK framework. 
-Teacher planning 
-Scaffolding children’s prior scientific knowledge
-Children’s inquiry building skills
-Teacher-child and peer-peer interactions
-Children’s engagement in science learning
-Teacher Assessment/Review of children’s science understanding
Adapted from E4Kids study (Tayler et al., 2013)

Essential pedagogical features of developing children’s science 
engagement



Teacher’s Planning cycle in integration of technology - adapted from TPACK framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) 



 

1. Teacher Planning  
Curriculum goals aligned to the intentionally planned activity 
Learning intentions clearly defined, displayed, and reviewed with children 
Well planned selection of technology that aligns with the learning objective/child’s interest 
taken into account 
Meaningful activities that integrate science concepts (e.g. simulations, constructing models that 
promote science literacy opportunities while drawing, reading, listening, and/or speaking 
Evidence of parental involvement/engagement/home context in the planning of the activity  

2. Scaffolding children’s prior knowledge 
Concepts linked to children’s background experiences 
Links explicitly made between children’s past experiences and new science concepts 
Key vocabulary emphasized (introduced, written, repeated, and highlighted for children to see) 
Scaffolding techniques consistently used assisting and supporting children’s understanding 
(think-aloud) 
Teachers make specific links to children’s everyday environment and home contexts 

3. Children’s Inquiry building skills 
A variety of questions asked that promote children’s higher –order thinking skills (e.g. what do 
you think, what if, why did, how did, what might happen if, how would you?) 
Children generating hypothesis or making predictions 
Teachers promote creative thinking skills by asking scientific oriented questions 
Selection of technology-based tool helps in visualising abstract science concepts and building 
creative models 

4. Teacher-child and peer-peer Interactions 
Frequent opportunities for interaction and discussion between teacher/child and among 
children, which encourage elaborated responses about science concepts 
Sufficient wait time for children’s responses consistently provided 
 
Ample opportunities for children to clarify key science concepts from the learning objectives 
Teacher’s questioning spark children’s divergent mode of thinking  

5. Children’s engagement in science learning 
Children engage in science oriented questions 
Selection of technology-based tool stimulates children’s imaginative thinking  
Children connect scientific knowledge to explanations 
Children communicate and justify explanations  
Children engage in problem solving and come up with new imaginary ideas/innovative solutions 
Children produce an artefact as a result of this activity – integrated STEM approach  
The artefact can be taken home to demonstrate parents their children’s work  
Children look at their photos/artefacts, end of day of reflecting back on experiences  

6. Teacher Assessment/Review of children’s science understanding 
Comprehensive review of key science vocabulary/concepts 
Regular feedback provided to children on their output (language, content, work, drawing) 
Children present their work to their peers/teachers/parents 



Discussion: Essential pedagogical features
-How can/will you use it?
-Do you see any challenges?
Use post it notes and we share ideas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvJrx5Aecxk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvJrx5Aecxk


Initial Curriculum Plan Science Levels for 
Kindergarten (4 year old) and Foundation-2 
(DRAFT VERSION)

Discussion: 
-How do see these curriculum units to develop 
children’s early scientific thinking abilities?
-What is the age appropriateness? 
-How would you attempt to integrate these units 
and use technologies in STEM learning
Use post it notes and we share ideas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g


Pedagogical Approach (Worth, 2010) 

How will you use 
this approach for 

children’s 
inquiry?



Stations set up
Time to Play - 5 mns per station

1. Bee Bots and maps – Worksheets provided
2. Osmo – Coding and Pizza game
3. Quiver and 4D Anatomy iPad Apps
4. AR books – Imag.No.Tron app, Morris Lessmore and Cranky 

Bear books
5. Digital Microscope Activity – slides or environment walk
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Resources for EC STEM/Science 

1

https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/series/let-s-talk-about-stem-video-series
https://www.anki.com/en-us/cozmo
https://www.playosmo.com/en-gb/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjPb_p5fO3gIVBZGPCh3FhgqEEAAYASAAEgK0ofD_BwE
https://wowwee.com/coji
http://www.quivervision.com/coloring-packs/
https://www.livescience.com/53957-best-coding-apps-and-toys.html
http://www.knox.vic.gov.au/Files/Environment/Getting_to_know_the_frogs_of_Melbourne.pdf

Many more links on the HANDOUTS PROVIDED 

https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/series/let-s-talk-about-stem-video-series
https://www.anki.com/en-us/cozmo
https://www.playosmo.com/en-gb/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjPb_p5fO3gIVBZGPCh3FhgqEEAAYASAAEgK0ofD_BwE
https://wowwee.com/coji
http://www.quivervision.com/coloring-packs/
https://www.livescience.com/53957-best-coding-apps-and-toys.html
http://www.knox.vic.gov.au/Files/Environment/Getting_to_know_the_frogs_of_Melbourne.pdf


“Knowledge rests not upon truth alone, but upon error also”

- Carl Jung

Questions and Comments

Thank you for your attention



• How did u enjoy this 
workshop?

• Will you use these 
activities/experiences –
why/why not?

• Any challenges?
• Add any thoughts or 

questions  you have 
about EC 
Science/STEM teaching 
and  learning to the post 
it notes. 

Reflection Time - PMI post it notes

• Contact details:
• Sarika.Kewalramani@monash.edu 
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